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Abstract: A low complexity and error tolerant design has more demand in the signal processing systems. As technology increases
as complexity of circuits also an increase that tends face reliability challenges and creates need for fault-tolerant
implementations. Signal processing and communication circuits are affected by soft errors. The complexity increases as
protection against soft errors increases in many applications. In communication systems data transfer protection coded with
error correction codes (ECCs) has been proposed to efficiently protect data against soft errors. So far it has been evaluated only
for single error correction codes. As technology increases multiple bit error are more frequent and thus more advanced
protection is needed. In this case we have to implement the fault tolerance in order to preserve the data efficiently. ECCs is the
one of the method to detect and correct errors in FFTs. This scheme evaluates protect data using double error correction (DEC)
codes. This method allows most efficient protection when there is large number of parallel FFTs present. Results show that this
DEC scheme reduces errors effectively and reduce the circuit overheads.
Keywords: Data protection, soft errors, error correction codes (ECCs), single error correction, double error correction, parallel
FFTs, fault-tolerant.
I. INTRODUCTION
Soft errors induced by radiation particles have become one of the most challenging issues for modern digital circuits [1] [2]. For
memories, which occupy a massive percent of the area of a chip, soft errors can lead to data corruption or even circuit malfunction
[3]. Error correction codes (ECC) are extensively used to enhance the reliability and data integrity of the memories [4]-[6]. Single
errors correction Hamming codes are commonly used. However, as the technology size scales down, multiple cell upsets have
become an essential issue. In particular, double errors are the most common multiple errors pattern in memories [7]. Therefore,
ECCs with multiple bit error correction functionality are now needed. One of the interesting Double error Correction (DEC) codes is
the Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) code [5], which requires a small number of parity bits and thus costs a low memory
overhead. Its main disadvantage is that decoding is complex.
The electronics circuit is used in many applications. This application reliability is critical parameter like speed, power consumption
and area. Components used in CMOS technology increases that tend to reliability problems. Faults are occurring in these systems to
be reduced or eliminated by using fault-tolerance techniques. Some techniques are used to detect and correct errors to add
redundancy at logic or system level to make sure that errors do not affect the functionality of the system [8]. Algorithmic-based fault
tolerance (ABFT) is one of the techniques to detect and correct errors [9]. Over the years many ABFT techniques have been
proposed to protect the blocks that are commonly used in the circuits. The absence of parallel filters or FFTs creates an opportunity
to implement ABFT techniques for the whole group of parallel modules instead of for each one independently. Several works have
considered the protection of FFTs [10][11]. In signal processing and communication circuits become more difficult, it is common to
find several FFTs operating in parallel. More recently a general scheme based on the use of error correction codes has been
proposed. This scheme is use Hamming code to detect and correct errors in circuit. By using Hamming code only correct single
error but detect double errors. We propose another ECC code that is BCH code. it is possible to design binary BCH codes that can
correct multiple bit errors. In this paper, the effectiveness of data protection against soft errors is evaluated in the presence of double
errors using BCH codes in fault tolerance system. The results show that it can significantly reduce the circuit overhead.The rest of
this letter is organized as follows. Section II reviews the previous fault tolerance parallel FFTs using Hamming code. The data
protection scheme for DEC codes is explained in Section III, and evaluated in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions can be found in
Section V.
II. FAULT TOLERANCE PARALLEL FFTS USING HAMMING CODE
The technique is well known to protect parallel FFTs developed by using the ECCs [10]. Here using simple single error correction
Hamming code. This scheme is shown in single in fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Fault Tolerance Parallel FFTs using SEC
This system is consists of total seven FFT module. Here four FFTs is original module and below three modules is parity check or
redundant modules. By using parity check modules to detect and correct errors. The inputs to the three redundant modules are linear
combinations of the inputs and they are used to check linear combinations of the outputs. For example, the input to the first
redundant module is
d5 = d1 + d2 + d3
and since the DFT is a liner operation its output t5 can be used to check that

(1)

t5 = t1 + t2 + t3.
(2)
Error correction codes (ECC) takes some number of k bits to input and produces n bits output by adding some parity check bits. The
number of parity check bits added by n-k bits. The parity check or redundancy bits are nothing but XOR combinations of the given
k data bits.
The main focus is to properly design those combinations for exact error detection and correction. For example, let us consider a
simple Hamming code [12]. Hamming rule is expressed by the following inequality.
2^p > = d + p+ 1
(3)
Here d = number of information data.
P = number of parity bits or redundancy bits.
Consider we want to transmit 7 bit information from transmitter section and encoding 11bits of information. To transmit 11 bit
information data, 4 parity bits are needed. Calculation of these parity bits are given below.
P (1) =D3⊕ D5 ⊕ D7 ⊕ D9 ⊕D11
P (2) =D3⊕ D6⊕ D7 ⊕D10⊕D11
P (4) =D5 ⊕D6⊕D7
P (8) =D9⊕D10⊕D11
(4)
The message information data taken as D=0001001. Resulting Output code word is C=00001001100.
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With k = 4 and n = 7. In this case, the three parity check bits p1, p2, p3 are linear combinations of the data bits d1, d2, d3, d4 as
follows:

p1  d 1  d 2  d 3
p 2  d1  d 2  d 4

p3  d 1  d 3  d 4

(5)
In the example, an error on d1 will lead to cause errors on the three parity checks. Similarly an error on d2 will effects only in p1 and
p2. Error on d3 will cause error in p1 and p3; and finally an error on d4 will results an error in p2 and p3. Therefore, the data bit
which is in error can be located and that error can be corrected. This is usually done in terms of the generating G and parity check H
matrixes. In the example, those are given by

1000111 
0100110 

G= 
0010101 


0001011 

1110100


H= 1101010


1011001

(6)

A. Location of error in hamming code

s1s2 s3

TABLE I
Error Bit Location

000

No error

111

t1

110

t2

101

t3

011

t4

100

t5

010

t6

001

t7

From the equation (2) it can be observed that is denoted as s1 check. Same way applies to remaining to redundant filters that will
provide checks s2 and s3. Based on three checks, the module on which the error has occurred can be determined. The different
errors are summarised in above Table I.
Checking is done by testing if
Z1[n] = t1[n] + t2[n] + t3[n]
Z2[n] = t1[n] + t2[n] + t4[n]
Z3[n] = t1[n] + t3[n] + t4[n].
(7)
the error is detected, the error can be corrected by reconstructing its output by using remaining modules. For example, when an error
on y3 is detected, it can be corrected by making
Oc3[n] = z3[n] – t1[n] – t4[n]
(8)
Similarly remaining correction equations can be used correct errors on the other modules. Here using hamming code only correct
single error on module. Extended Hamming and Hsiao codes are most common in fast single bit error detection. These codes are not
capable of triple error detection. More advanced ECCs can be used to correct errors on the multiple modules is the needed in given
application.
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III. FAULT TOLERANCE PARALLEL FFTS USING BCH CODE
BCH codes is an abbreviation for Bose, Ray- Chaudhuri, Hocquenghem, invented in 1960s and today they are used as a baseline for
many recent Error Correcting codes. They are the powerful class of multiple error correction codes with well-defined mathematical
properties. In order to deal with double errors that are the primary multiple bit error pattern in modern-day technology nodes,
memories should be protected by ECCs with multiple bit error correction functionality. For example, DEC BCH codes just require a
small number of parity bits [13]. This means that the data protected by DEC codes costs low area overhead. However, the decoder
circuitry of these codes is complex. In above scheme is implemented with one of the error correction code that is hamming code.
This scheme is correct single error only and detects double error. In this case study we implemented with another error correction
code that is BCH code, it can correct multiple errors.

Fig 2. Parallel FFT protection using DEC.
It is assumed that there is only a double error on the system at any given point in time. There are three main contributions. They are
A. Error Correction Code is assessed to protect the parallel FFTs which show its effectiveness in terms of overhead and protection
effectiveness.
B. A new technique is proposed based on the use of Parseval or sum of squares (SOSs) checks combined with parity FFT.
C. A new technique is proposed on which the ECC (BCH Code) is used on the SOS checks instead of the FFTs.
This scheme is evaluated by using FPGA implementations to assess the protection overhead. The protection overhead can be
reduced by combining the use of ECCs and parseval checks.
IV. RESULTS
Simulation is carried out using Xilinx ISE 13.2 design suit tool with Spartan 3E as the target device. Simulation results
of (15,5) BCH decoder are discussed below.
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Fig 3. Input waveform

Fig 4. Output waveform
Table I shows the results of hamming and BCH code in Fault tolerance system. Here compare the area and time delay of these two
codes in system. From the table it can be seen that the BCH code with fault tolerance parallel FFTs shows significant reductions in
circuit area and time delay.
TABLE I
RESOURCE COMPARISON ANALYSIS OF HAMMING AND BCH CODE IN FAULT TOLERANCE PARALLEL FFTS
Fault Tolerance Parallel FFTS using
Logic Utilization
Hamming Code
BCH Code

ARE
A

Number of Slices

49%

40%

Number of 4 input
LUTs

41%

34%

Number of Slice flip
flops
Delay

8%

6%

58.04ns

42.03ns

V. CONCLUSIONS
In the all above sections concisely studied regarding the protection against soft errors. This letter has presented a method to detect
and correct multi-error using BCH codes fault tolerance system. The multi error correction in fault tolerance parallel FFTs using
BCH code shows that BCH code is more efficient for data communication and protection because of its low coding complexity and
high coding rate. In point of area and delay fault tolerance parallel FFTs using BCH code is best for low number of bits. Hamming
code is computationally simple and understanding and has the capacity to detect up to three errors but can correct only one error per
message. Hamming codes are relatively efficient when sending small amount of data but they get increasingly inaccurate as the
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number of bits increases. So BCH code is better than hamming code. Therefore, fault tolerance parallel FFTs using BCH code is an
interesting option to protect against double errors.
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